
Algorithm Design Homework    Name ________________________________  Period ___ 

1. For the following examples, diagram the described processes to show sequence (number steps), selection (angled two- or 

more-ended arrow), and iteration (curved arrow).  Also show Java-like functional notation for methods, with nice names and 

best data types for variables and constants, and well named functions with clear thought about parameters and return types.  

Not all methods have return types.  Use the Algorithm Design Worksheet 1 (which we did earlier) for further guidance. 

 

a. Drive up to a traffic light.  If the light is red, stop.  If the light is green, drive through.  If you are stopped, check the 

light.  If the light is red, continually check the light.  If the light turns green, stop checking the light and drive 

through. 

 

b. Alarm goes off.  If it is the first or second time the alarm has gone off, press snooze.  (This repeats: The alarm will 

go off again and you will press snooze again.)  If it is the third time the alarm goes off, turn off the alarm and get 

out of bed. 

2. Write the constructor called Player() that is polymorphic, so would work for each of the following sports simulations.  

Baseball: Player uses a bat, team size is 9, success is “hit ball,” sport is “baseball” 

Hockey: Player uses a hockey stick, team size is 6, success is “hit puck,” sport is “hockey” 

Air hockey: Player uses a paddle, team size is 1, success is “hit puck,” sport is “air hockey” 

 

3. For each sports simulation described above, write a line of code to construct an instance of each of the three sports player 

objects.  Write 3 lines of code total. 

 

4. What are three things that you can do when designing a user-interaction-based program, to ensure that the user has a positive 

experience with the program or your paper simulation of it?  The Testing Reading plus your own experience could help with 

your response. 

 

5. Consider the game described below.   

 

Rock-Paper-Scissors: You will play against the computer, with the computer making a random value each time that is ONLY 

displayed once your value is written on the screen with a letter (‘R’, ‘S’, or ‘P’).  You earn a point if you win.  Rock beats 

scissors, scissors beats paper, paper beats rock. 

 

Design a paper diagram (i.e. the one with rectangles for classes, each with rectangles for methods) for a set of programs and 

methods that would simulate the game.  This should include: 

 

 GameRunner.java that has the main method. 

 Game.java is the second program (there are only two programs). 

  In main method, construct an instance of Game. 

 Game should have a constructor for setting values to establish your initial state of play.  Game should have 

one method for each different type of thing needed to play (e.g. rolling a die, getting input, making a decision 

about input, printing a score).   

 Neither program should have many details.  You should write method and class headers, but the method 

bodies should be largely blank.  Use clear names! 

 Details to include are parameter and return variables, which you can write next to arrows to show movement. 

 The only code to show within method bodies is instantiation of objects (see third bullet above), return ___;, 

and method calls. 


